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Passage:   Make Them Laugh  Expository 3.6 

Clowns make people laugh because they look and act goofy. Clowns use bright makeup to show off their eyes, 
noses, mouths, and ears. Clowns wear funny, colorful costumes. Often, clown clothes are too big, too small, or 
too short. Some clown costumes mix stripes, polka dots and plaids together. Costumes may include funny 
suspenders, hats, wigs, ties, glasses, or shoes. 

Some clowns use silly voices. Some only laugh or cry without speaking. Other clowns remain totally silent. 

Clowns do silly things. Some play tricks. Others juggle, dance, tumble, or simply act clumsy. Some clowns have 
funny names. All great clowns enjoy making people laugh. 

Question Incorrect Correct Type 
1. What is this passage about?
(clowns) 

Main Idea 

2. What do clowns use to show off their eyes, noses, mouths and ears?
(bright makeup) 

Fact 

3. What kind of costumes do clowns wear?
(funny, colorful) 

Fact 

4. According to this passage, what do all real clowns enjoy doing?
(making other people laugh) 

Fact 

5. How do costumes often fit the clowns who wear them?
(too big, too small, or too short) 

Fact 

6. Why do you think that people laugh when they look at clowns?
(any logical response: they wear funny clothes and makeup, they do funny 
things like…) 

Inference 

7. How can a silent clown make people laugh?
(any logical response: by doing funny things, pantomime funny actions, 
make funny faces) 

Inference 

8. What does the word “clumsy” mean in this passage?
(any logical response: awkward, not able to move without falling 
down/tripping/knocking things over) 

Vocabulary 

Total (circle the outcome) 
Green   7-8 Correct 
Yellow 3-6 Correct 
Red      1-2 Correct 
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